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Description
Humanities Research is an internationally peer-reviewed journal published by the Research School of Humanities at The Australian National University. The Research School of Humanities came into existence in January 2007 and consists of the Humanities Research Centre, Centre for Cross-Cultural Research, National Europe Centre and Australian National Dictionary Centre. Launched in 1997, issues are thematic with guest editors and address important and timely topics across all branches of the humanities.

While politics and law may set the boundaries of sanctioned violence within and between states, their understanding and meanings are invariably conditioned by aesthetic questions. Inspired in part by the early phase of the so-called war on terror, when pictures of the penal excesses it unleashed initially created embarrassment and shame, the conference incorporated the work of scholars, artists and performers. This volume’s contributors move beyond the specifics of the war on terror to consider other instances in which officially legitimated violence has been invoked, contested or suppressed, not only through legal and political means, and in official records, but also in popular media and art forms.


Details
	ISSN (print): 
	1440-0669 
	ISSN (online): 
	1834-8491
	Publication date: 
	Aug 2007
	Imprint: 
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	DOI: 
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	Countries: 
	World



PDF Chapters
Humanities Research: Volume XIV. No. 2. 2007 »
Please read Conditions of use before downloading the formats.

If your web browser doesn't automatically open these files, please download a PDF reader application such as the free Adobe Acrobat Reader.
To copy a chapter DOI link, right-click (on a PC) or control+click (on a Mac) and then select ‘Copy link location’.
	Preliminary Pages (PDF, 783KB)
	Contributors (PDF, 79KB)
	Pain and Death: Politics, Aesthetics, Legalities (PDF, 117KB) – Carolyn Strange doi
	‘A Dark Cloud Will Go Over’: Pain, Death, and Silence in Texas Prisons in the 1930s (PDF, 175KB) – Ethan Blue doi
	‘One Centre-Zip White’: Shroud as Conceptual Textile Art (PDF, 240KB) – Monique van Nieuwland doi
	The Media and the Death Penalty: The Limits of Sentimentality, the Power of Abjection (PDF, 172KB) – Rosanne Kennedy doi
	100 Days in Rwanda, 1994: Trauma Aesthetics and Humanist Ethics in an Age of Terror (PDF, 163KB) – Debjani Ganguly doi
	The Linen Memorial: State and Sectarian Violence in Northern Ireland, 1966–present (PDF, 815KB) – Lycia Danielle Trouton doi
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                academic publishing. We produce fully peer-reviewed
                monographs and journals across a wide range of subject
                areas, with a special focus on Australian and international
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